Roya International Suites voted Best Suites in the World by influential International magazine.
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The Elite Traveler magazine’s seventh annual “101 Best Suites in the World” issue voted three of Roya
International project managed suites within of the top 101 hotel suites of the year.
The Presidential suite at the Shangri-la Qaryat Al Beri, Abu Dhabi, the Monarch suite at the Monarch
Hotel, Dubai and the Jabreen suite at the Shangri-la Barr Al Jissah Resort and Spa, Muscat, Oman,
were amongst other internationally revered hotels in the world distinguishing themselves as luxury
leaders.
The hotel suites were judged on every a spect that defines opulence and style; the design, the
exceptional amenities, technology and ambiance. Roya International, the region’s leading hospitality
solutions specialists, managed and advised the designers on the behalf of the owners of the project for
the overall development and particularly with regards to the interior design.
Elite Traveler magazine described The Presidential suite at the Shangri-la Qaryat Al Beri, Abu Dhabi as
“An up to the moment spin on traditional Arab design elements complete with touchable fabrics in
deep, saturated color creates a sense of welcoming formality”. The Monarch’s “Extraordinary options
like a private cinema and terrace with plunge pool” was one of the striking aspects which made this
suite one of the best suites in the world. Elite Traveler magazine loved the “Stylized arched entrances
and molding with decorative reliefs (which) are some of the flourishes that reference the suite’s
inspiration, a 17th century Omani castle”, at the Jabreen suite at the Shangri-la Barr Al Jissah Resort
and Spa, Muscat, Oman
Mr. Ahmed Ramdan, CEO and founder said “this acknowledgment is tremendous news for Roya
International. We are extremely proud that three of our project managed suites were recognized by such

a prestigious and influential magazine as Elite Traveler. It is the dedication and commitment of our
dedicated team and partners that made this possible.” Mr. Ramdan added “Not only do we, at Roya,
look at a design in terms of luxury but we also pay close attention to efficiency and functionality with
regards to the rooms and also the overall hotel.
10 years of experience and successful implementation has earned Roya International an exceptional
reputation in the market and has allowed Roya to expand heavily in the GCC, Indian Sub Continent,
Africa and Europe. Keeping their pulse on the recent trends, Roya is able to offer its clients the latest
techniques, solutions and designs whether it is on the layout, operations or F&B concepts.
Roya International is recognized and respected as a leading hospitality consultancy firm contributing to
the clients’ success by providing professional services and advice of the highest caliber. Roya has
partnered with major developers providing added value to their projects, from conception to asset
management, and offering a truly exceptional product and service. Having three of the suites amongst
the world top 101 luxury suites is testament to the quality and standards on which Roya International
has built its reputation Elite Traveler Magazine is a private jet lifestyle magazine with an emphasis on
luxury travel. With distribution aboard private jets, mega-yachts and other high-end venues in over 90
countries, Elite Traveler brings luxury brands to this high-spending market wherever in the world they
happen to be.

